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model. We asked ourselves one question early on: should a sporty sedan really look like a
sedan? The new Panamera answers this question once more with an unequivocal no. Three
times. Athletic, streamlined, with clear contours and powerful muscles. The long wheelbase,
shorter overhang at the front and longer overhang at the rear already lend visual dynamism. The
prominent sculpting of the side profile creates the customary Porsche waistline and sense of
lightness. The Panamera Executive models combine sporty driving and comfortable working in
the rear. The body has been lengthened by 0. Silver-colored elements above the side skirts are
visual features of the Executive models. The air outlet trims in the front fenders are in
High-Gloss Silver. The fact that four people can appreciate a sporty yet comfortable drive in the
Panamera is already old news in the automotive luxury class. Although not designed as a
full-size individual seat, the extra space does provide a neat solution for carrying an additional
passenger on short to medium distance trips. The fact that stylish design and everyday
practicality are not mutually exclusive is demonstrated by the large tailgate and the low loading
edge, which makes it easier to integrate more than just everyday things into the Panamera Sport
Turismo. Thanks, above all, to â€” for a sports car â€” an extraordinary capacity of up to The
newly tuned chassis and a new 20 and inch tire generation perceptibly intensify the driving
experience. A variety of assistance systems make it safer and more relaxing. And Porsche
Connect links all Panamera models to the digital possibilities of today â€” and tomorrow.
Porsche InnoDrive, for example, expands the Adaptive Cruise Control with additional innovative
functions and makes your trip in the new Panamera more sporty, more comfortable and more
efficient. The Head-Up Display projects all relevant vehicle information directly in your field of
vision, while Lane Change Assist warns you of objects in the blind spot. The Lane Keep Assist
including traffic sign recognition is fitted as standard in the new Panamera and supports you
during longer journeys. Get to know the suspension, brakes and Sport Chrono Package.
Discover interior comfort, infotainment and assistance systems. Performance and driving
pleasure enhanced. The Panamera GTS models. Learn more about the Porsche E-Hybrid models
and their technology. With the Panamera , we consistently went our own way, always stayed
true to our roots â€” and have thus injected the typical Porsche DNA into the luxury sedan
segment. With the new Panamera , we are now pursuing this path just as consistently. Typical
of Porsche : the sophisticated sports car ergonomics with ascending center console, flat
dashboard and the analog tachometer in the center of the instrument cluster. The new steering
wheel generation, in conjunction with the Porsche Advanced Cockpit control concept, offers
quick access to the most important functions. Legal notice. Privacy Notice. With comfort, not
cozy cuddles. The chassis of the new Panamera models performs this balancing act between
sport and comfort effortlessly â€” even more impressively than before. This is because the
chassis systems have been completely redesigned and, together with the even more precisely
adjusted steering and the new generation of tires, now offer more of both. More performance,
but above all more comfort â€” especially on more demanding tracks. Upgraded, partly optional
chassis technologies further enhance the driving characteristics. The integrated Porsche 4D
Chassis Control system, which centrally analyses the driving situation in all three spatial
dimensions, e. The objective is to optimize overall performance, and to make the middle ground
between sporty driving and comfort as expansive as possible. At low speeds, the system steers
the rear wheels in the opposite direction to that of the front wheels. This leads to a virtual
shortening of the wheelbase. The turning circle is reduced, agility is increased and parking
becomes noticeably easier to manage. At high speeds, the system steers the rear wheels in the

same direction as that of the front wheels. This virtual extension of the wheelbase increases
driving stability. Rear-Axle Steering makes it clear that there is no contradiction between
stability and agility or performance and suitability for everyday use. The result: greater
maneuverability and driving safety in everyday use â€” and a significant increase in maximum
driving performance. Even when it comes to slowing down. That's why all models â€” with the
exception of the Panamera Turbo S and Turbo S E-Hybrid models â€” are equipped with a brake
system with six-piston aluminum monobloc fixed brake calipers at the front and four-piston
aluminum monobloc fixed brake calipers at the rear. The single-piece brake calipers are
enclosed. This makes them lighter yet highly resistant to deformation. The pedal travel is tight,
the pressure point precise and the braking distance impressively short. The PCCB perforated
ceramic brake discs have a diameter of mm at the front or up to mm at the rear depending on
the model for even greater braking performance. Adrenaline at the push of a button: the Sport
Chrono Package offers an even sportier tuning of the chassis, engine and transmission. With
the mode switch on the steering wheel with Sport Response button, you can choose between
four driving modes: 'Normal', 'Sport', 'Sport Plus' and 'Individual' â€” for an even more
personalized driving style. And how you can get there as sportily as possible. Meanwhile,
relaxed serenity reigns in the rear. Thanks to the generous space for family, friends or
colleagues. And behind? A large luggage compartment under the wide opening tailgate. Folding
rear seat backrests allow larger objects to be transported too. That may not be typical of a
sports car, but it is typical of the Panamera. You know exactly what you want. You have a clear
destination in sight. And you're willing to give it your all. But let's be honest: you wouldn't
object to a little support on your way. Those who drive a Porsche want to drive. The more
sporty, more comfortable, more efficient and more safe the drive the better. Porsche InnoDrive
supports you when driving in a completely new way. The system enhances Adaptive Cruise
Control with additional, innovative functions. The driver has to monitor the driving style at all
times and must intervene in case of doubt. The system can be overridden by the accelerator
and brake pedals at any time. Porsche InnoDrive is not available in some countries. It
predictively optimizes your speed. With the aid of high-resolution navigation data and
information supplied by the radar and video sensors, Porsche InnoDrive ascertains speed limits
and topographical road features, such as gradients or corner radii, along your route even before
you reach them â€” and modifies the gearshift strategy and speed of the Panamera accordingly.
For intelligent driving and a clear efficiency advantage. It eases the burden on the driver when
congestion is encountered on major inter-urban roads and motorways. At speeds of up to
approximately 37 mph, the system uses gentle steering inputs to keep the vehicle in the middle
of the lane, regulates the distance from vehicles in front and follows the queue ahead where
system limitations allow. To do this, Traffic Jam Assist tracks highway markings and other
vehicles on the carriageway. The benefit? Appreciable stress relief and greater comfort on long
journeys. It offers high-quality and full-color projection of relevant driving information into the
driver's field of view. With projection technology, the information is perceived to appear 7. The
display position can be adjusted to the driver's height and position in PCM. The driver is less
distracted and can pay more attention to the road. Visualized information includes driving
speed, engine speed, incoming calls and navigation. Road signs, hazard warnings and Sport
Chrono information can also be displayed, depending on the vehicle specification. Displayed
content can be individually customized. For enhanced near-field, lateral and far-field
illumination â€” and added safety. The main headlights with Matrix Design strategically
deactivate specific segments of the permanent high-beam cone. Vehicles in front of you or on
the opposite side of the road are dimmed, while the areas in between and next to them are still
fully illuminated. To optimize target fixation, not only are the lights selectively dimmed to fade
out oncoming vehicles, the area to the right of the light void is lit more brightly for better
guidance of the driver's visual attention. Segment-specific dimming of highly reflective traffic
signs also acts to avoid driver dazzle. The total output: watts. Quiet, please, as we introduce a
total output of 1, watts. The special air motion ribbon tweeters ensure unmistakably fine, clear
and undistorted high-frequency sound reproduction with excellent level stability. Porsche
Connect. If you pursue ambitious goals, you have to remain focused. Concentrate on your
strengths. Focus on the essentials. Three letters embody this perfectly and, together with the
name Porsche , have become the embodiment of direct, unadulterated driving pleasure: GTS.
The special dynamic of the Panamera GTS models is clear from the first glance â€” in particular
thanks to use of the black contrasting color. Elements, such as the side window trims, the side
air outlets, the logos on the rear end or the tailpipes of the Sport Exhaust System, are finished
in High Gloss Black. A special feature that highlights the sports car nature is the naturally
aspirated engine character of the 4. There is no performance plateau, as is common with turbo
engines today. The Sport Exhaust System with intensive V8 sound characteristics is a perfect

match. The same applies to the Adaptive Air Suspension which is specially designed for the
Panamera GTS models to be more sporty by being 10mm 0. The interior of the Panamera GTS
models also reveals their love of sport. Top endurance athletes â€” high-end performance
meets comfort. The Panamera E-Hybrid models transform travel into sporting events, business
into pure pleasure and will change your perception of hybrid technology. Just as it will your
everyday life. With system outputs up to hp. Sound good? Keep reading. The Panamera 4
E-Hybrid models with a system output of hp form the entry level. The Panamera 4S E-Hybrid
models with a system output of hp are new additions to the family. At the top: the Panamera
Turbo S E-Hybrid models with hp system power and a maximum torque of lb. In the Porsche
Exclusive Manufaktur we offer you a variety of personalization options for exterior and interior.
For your completely personalized vehicle. Contact your authorized Porsche dealer, request
information, or register for exclusive Porsche news. This website uses cookies. We do this to
better understand how visitors use our site and to offer you a more personal experience. We
share information about your use of our site with social media and analytics partners in
accordance with our Privacy Notice. Build Your Own. Panamera 4 E-Hybrid Executive.
Panamera 4 E-Hybrid Sport Turismo. Panamera 4S E-Hybrid Executive. Panamera Turbo S
Executive. Panamera Turbo S Sport Turismo. Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid. Excludes options;
taxes; title; registration; delivery, processing and handling fee; dealer charges. Dealer sets
actual selling price. Can a vision be logical? Is it even allowed to be? Probably not. We believe
that the more visionary an idea at the start, the more exciting it is at the end. Then it's worth
fighting for. That was the case with the Panamera. A sports car for four? With impressive
performance and great comfort? With the dynamism typical of Porsche and simultaneously
more efficient? Many said it was impossible. Others called it brave. The design. Panamera
Executive. Panamera Sport Turismo. Sedan Executive Sport Turismo. New generation of tires.
Assistance systems. Porsche InnoDrive. Head-Up Display. Design Design. Performance
Performance. Comfort Comfort. E-Performance E-Performance. Discover more. Next chapter.
Contact us Recall Information Do not sell my personal information. The chassis. The Rear-Axle
Steering. The brakes. The Sport Chrono Package including mode switch. In Sport mode alone,
the Panamera delivers increased dynamics and more direct handling. While in Sport Plus mode,
the engine becomes even more responsive. The rev limiter is adjusted to a harder setting. The
Rear-Axle Steering acts to provide even greater agility. Another function included in the
package is Launch Control â€” for optimum acceleration from a standing start. Pressing the
button in the center of the mode switch primes the engine and transmission for the fastest
possible unleashing of power e. In other words, maximum responsiveness â€” for a period of
approximately 20 seconds. The front seats. The front seats offer a high level of comfort and
provide support in fast corners without restricting freedom of movement. The way, electric
Power Seats offer additional cushion length adjustment and four-way lumbar support for driver
and front passenger. The memory function stores settings for seats, steering column, both
exterior mirrors and other personalized in-car settings. The way, electric Adaptive Sport Seats
offer even better lateral support â€” thanks to raised side bolsters on the cushion and backrest.
Electrically adjustable, they offer comfort on long journeys and made-to-measure lateral
support in corners. The rear seats. Their main feature: there are two single ones. With plenty of
leg and headroom and excellent lateral support during dynamic cornering without sacrificing
comfort. On request, Power Seats with electric backrest adjustment, cushion length adjustment
and lumbar support are also available for the rear seat. Depending on the equipment, the front
passenger seat can also be adjusted from the rear. In conjunction with the Adaptive Sport Seats
in front, the rear seats are also designed as Sport Seats â€” with raised side bolsters. In the
rear, the system comprises two full-size individual seats outside left and right and one center
seat in place of the storage compartment. The luggage compartment. The luggage compartment
of the Panamera and Panamera Executive models offers you a volume of up to The large,
automatic tailgate with individually adjustable opening height is standard in all models. It opens
and closes conveniently at the push of a button. Panamera Executive Models. At the rear, the
Panamera Executive models are equipped as standard with electric power seats including
heated seats and comfort headrests with contoured side bolsters. A large rear center console is
optionally available for the Executive models, which offers additional storage space as well as a
further smartphone compartment, additional USB interfaces and a 12 V and V socket. In
conjunction with the large center console, folding tables for the rear are available on request.
When folded, they are concealed in the large center console. They are folded out mechanically
â€” similar to an aeroplane â€” and their distance is adjustable. The assistance systems. Traffic
Jam Assist. The headlights. Sound systems. Your digital co-pilot. How do you further improve
performance? With the right attitude. It puts you in the ideal starting position for any road trip
â€” and any of your goals. With new services and the Porsche Car Connect app, you can

synchronize destinations and calendars with your Porsche , plan trips with real-time traffic
information and use music services on your smartphone. Be navigated, informed and
entertained by your Porsche in real time. The navigation and infotainment package helps you to
reach your destination faster, thanks to route calculation with up-to-date online maps. Using the
voice recognition interface, you can easily search for information, such as the weather at your
destination, or have current news on the economy, politics and sport read aloud to you.
Discover more about our Connect services. The new Panamera GTS models. In addition, the
lower section of the Sport Design front and rear fascias and the inch Panamera Design wheels
are finished in Satin Black. The Exclusive Design taillights and the characteristic light strip are
also clear. On the Panamera GTS and Turbo S, the adaptive rear spoiler splits in two after
extending and becomes wider â€” ensuring an efficient reduction in lift at the rear axle. Another
special feature of the Panamera GTS models: the optional interior packages in two contrasting
colors. This includes stitching on the dashboard, the door panels, the seats, the armrest in the
center console and the floor mats finished with stitching in Carmine Red or Chalk. The
headrests of the four seats with the 'GTS' logo are stitched in the same color. To match: the
seat belts are in Carmine Red or Chalk. The world of GTS. Discover here. The new Panamera
E-Hybrid models. Performance electrified. The total system output is achieved by combining the
output of the combustion engine with the electric motor with hp. The internal combustion
engine builds up power and torque with increasing speed. The maximum torque of the electric
motor is available immediately. The result: the maximum electrical torque is available even at
low speeds â€” for incomparable acceleration from a standing start. E-Performance ,
electromobility and the sports car of the future. Select and configure Panamera models.
Selected Panamera. Selected Panamera 4. Selected Panamera 4 Executive. Selected Panamera 4
Sport Turismo. Selected Panamera 4S. Selected Panamera 4S Executive. Selected Panamera 4S
Sport Turismo. Selected Panamera 4 E-Hybrid. Selected Panamera 4 E-Hybrid Executive.
Selected Panamera 4S E-Hybrid. Selected Panamera GTS. Selected Panamera Turbo S. Selected
Panamera Turbo S Executive. Performance Term Value Top track speed mph 0 - 60 mph 5. Body
Term Value Length Capacities Term Value Rear luggage compartment volume Please see your
authorized Porsche Dealer for details and availability. Motor Item 2. Brakes Item Front: 6-piston
aluminum monobloc fixed calipers with mm internally ventilated brake discs Rear: 4-piston
aluminum monobloc fixed calipers with mm internally ventilated brake discs Brake calipers in
Black Anti-lock Braking System ABS Electric parking brake. Climate Control Item Two-zone
climate control with separate temperature settings for driver and front passenger, automatic air
recirculation mode incl. Seats Item Partial leather seats in embossed leather 8-way comfort
seats in front incl. Safety and Security Item Porsche Side Impact Protection System POSIP ,
comprising side impact protection elements in the doors, thorax airbags integrated into the side
bolster of each front seat Full-size airbags for driver and front passenger Knee airbags for
driver and front passenger Front side airbags Rear side airbags Curtain airbags along entire
roof frame and side windows from the A-pillar to the C-pillar left and right Mounting points on
rear seats for LATCH child seat mounting system Engine immobilizer with remote central
locking and alarm system with radar-based interior surveillance. Instruments Item Central
analog tachometer with black dial face Instrument cluster with two high-resolution displays. The
vehicle equipment necessary to use Porsche Connect is only available factory-installed, and
cannot be retrofitted. Likewise, the vehicle equipment may not work with future mobile networks
yet to be deployed. Some functions may require separate subscriptions, or data charges may
apply. Luggage Compartment Item Storage compartments in interior depending on model and
personalized specification : glove compartment, door storage compartments front and rear,
storage bin in center console, small storage compartment in center console, storage
compartment in rear center console, and storage compartment in rear central armrest Fixed
luggage compartment cover. Build Your Porsche Compare. Panamera Models. To the contact
form. Next steps. Porsche Dealer Search. Porsche Cars North America offers service and
maintenance packages in a variety of terms to match your intended usage. Steel spring
suspension incl. Front: 6-piston aluminum monobloc fixed calipers with mm internally
ventilated brake discs. Rear: 4-piston aluminum monobloc fixed calipers with mm internally
ventilated brake discs. Electrically adjustable, folding, and heatable exterior mirrors. Twin
single-tube tailpipes, outside left and right, in brushed stainless steel. Front corner lights with
LED position light and direction indicator. Three-dimensional LED taillights with integral 4-point
brake lights and light strip. Interior lighting: illumination of interior door openers, front center
console storage compartment, front door storage compartments, reading lights and interior
lights in front, reading lights rear left and right, orientation lighting front and rear, front footwell
lights, Illuminated vanity mirrors for driver and passenger, luggage compartment lighting, glove
compartment lighting. Two-zone climate control with separate temperature settings for driver

and front passenger, automatic air recirculation mode incl. Tinted thermally-insulated glass all
around with grey top-tint on windscreen. Four individual seats with continuous center console
and armrest in rear. Rear seats with folding center armrest and individually folding backrests
Porsche Side Impact Protection System POSIP , comprising side impact protection elements in
the doors, thorax airbags integrated into the side bolster of each front seat. Curtain airbags
along entire roof frame and side windows from the A-pillar to the C-pillar left and right. Engine
immobilizer with remote central locking and alarm system with radar-based interior
surveillance. Door armrest front center console with integrated storage compartment.
Multifunction steering wheel with shift-paddles with rim in smooth-finish leather. Door sill
guards in brushed aluminum with model designation on front. Hi-fi sound system with 10
speakers, total output of watts. Storage compartments in interior depending on model and
personalized specification : glove compartment, door storage compartments front and rear,
storage bin in center console, small storage compartment in center console, storage
compartment in rear center console, and storage compartment in rear central armrest. The
monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to
lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other
websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a
more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy,
reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important
to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class.
Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best
vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features
found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would
come to expect for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the Porsche
Panamera. Colors generally differ by style. We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area
to give you a great price on the new Porsche Panamera. This is how it works:. Saved Vehicles 0
Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Porsche Panamera Porsche Panamera Colors. Est Monthly
Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor
Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best
rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star:
Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. Amethyst Metallic. Burgundy
Red Metallic. Carmine Red. Carrara White Metallic. Custom Color. Dolomite Silver Metallic. GT
Silver Metallic. Gentian Blue Metallic. Jet Black Metallic. Mahogany Metallic. Mamba Green
Metallic. Night Blue Metallic. Papaya Metallic. Ristretto Brown Metallic. Volcano Gray Metallic.
Agate Gray. Cohiba Brown. Saddle Brown. Truffle Brown. See Used Panamera Listings. Buying
With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on
the new Porsche Panamera. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The
dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. Used Skip to main
content of over 2, results for "panamera accessories". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 9 left in
stock - order soon. Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 13 left in
stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. N
pot lights wiring diagram
mdx acura 2007
oven wiring diagrams
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

